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CEO CORNER
Momentum is building for the 2008-2009 academic year. The
Student Advocacy Program is the highlight of our academic
year. Our students are committed to excelling. It is exciting to
see the focus in attaining excellent grades. Our Fall Dinner
was a great success. The students and young adults radiated the
success of our efforts. Youth Tour 2010 was launched,
Saturday, September 27, 2008. It is our goal to have 20 – 30 students
participate. Director John Alston continues to recover from brain surgery. We
appreciate your continual prayers for him.

FALL CELEBRATION DINNER
We hosted our first Fall Celebration Dinner on Saturday, September 27, 2008, at the Gateway Sheraton Hotel in Los
Angeles, California. This event gave a glimpse of what your donations to Eagle Empowerment have accomplished since
its inception. Fantastic prelude and dinner music was provided live by master pianist, Mr. Keith Nevels, who is also the
father of two of our students. A special performance in dance, choreographed by Deniese McAfee, was presented by
Monae Bradley, Christian Meeks, Makayla Morales, Taylor Nevels, Breanna Ross and Deanna Ross. This dance was
one of many highlights of the evening. Joyce Rochelle Hopkins provided an Eagle Empowerment display with a layout
of travel, including Youth Tour 2000 and 2005, the Tutorial Program and Computer Lab. Mozell Veil embellished the
venue with beautiful floral arrangements that included an eagle in flight on each table. Denzil Houston, our computer
expert, provided a slide-show presentation of our travels to Liberia West Africa including 2000 and 2005 Youth Tours.
The Youths’ perspective featured Makayla Morales and Aerica Meyers reciting the 50 states in alphabetical and reverse
order. Several young adults, Sarah Akinwale, Joseph Akinwale, Daisy Oliver, Darrin Oliver, and teens, Garrett Nevels,
and Floyd Zelaya shared their travel experiences and the impact Eagle Empowerment has had on their lives. A Parent's
point of view was conveyed by Mrs. Veronica Oliver, mother of outstanding participants Daisy and Darrin
Oliver. Gratitude and amazement flourished as she shared her journey from skepticism and unbelief to absolute
confidence in the positive effects Eagle Empowerment has had in her children’s lives. She shared that, in addition to her
children, she has been ignited to further her own education. She is currently pursuing her Bachelor of Arts
degree. Pride, enthusiasm, and hope filled the room as CEO, Carol Houston, brought the occasion to a close with a
glimpse into future endeavors. Special emphasis is on Youth Tour 2010. Information was shared that sparked the
interest of many in attendance.
Gifts donated by partners of Eagle Empowerment were awarded to outstanding students. An iPod to Xenia Zelaya for
the best report card in the Tutorial Program for school year 2007-2008 was donated by Mr. Kevin Davis. Mr. & Mrs.
John Smith of “The Neighbors Empowering Youth” organization of Pasadena, California, donated two laptops. One
laptop was presented to Christian Meeks with a straight “A” report card, the other to Azadeh Meyers; a participant and
instructor in the Tutorial Program.
We experienced an extraordinary evening. Fine cuisine filled our tummies while our hearts and souls crested with pride,
enthusiasm and hope. Standing ovations were given time after time. A hearty "Thank You" to all who attended and
participated. Mark your calendar for next year’s celebration, Saturday, September 19, 2009 at 4:00pm.
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Director Joyce Hopkins Shares...
Do you know what time it is? That familiar question was posed many mornings by Mr. Fred Rogers. It made
generations after generations ‘think’ outside the box. For Eagle Empowerment’s students, its back to the classroom and
time to expand the space between their ears. A student begins his path of learning at an early age. Through learning the
basic tools and skills, one will achieve much to build a solid foundation for achievement.
Pursuant to the goal of achievement, I give you a spelling word of the year. It is anti-disestablishmentarianism.
Although this word consists of nearly half the letters in the alphabet, there remains 12 unused letters. What letters are
missing? This question falls under the umbrella of a more notable mathematic equation. Albert Einstein’s
celebrated E=mc2.
The Entertainment Coalition for Education put a spin on this renowned solution translating E=mc2 to mean,
educate = motivate, create, challenge. I like that answer, it says a lot. In many facets that is the definition of an
equation. One in which you must figure out the steps and processes to the formula in order to succeed. To be successful
you must act and think strategically. Education empowers you with abilities, challenges the way you think, and
captivates the imagination. The Pittsburgh State University in Kansas has a motto, "By doing, learn". As both students
and future leaders of our children’s generation, we must find a balance in all we do while focusing on the objectives
before us.
It is your right to have an education. It is also our responsibility to ensure that it is obtained. One of my favorite poets
Nikki Giovanni wrote, "I really don't think life is about the I-could-have-beens; life is only about the I-tried-to-do. I
don't mind the failure, but I can't imagine that I'd forgive myself if I didn't try”. Like the old adage, if at first you don't
succeed ‘try, try again’. Learn from the past, (last school year) savor the present (this school year), and create the future,
(college and beyond). According to Hugh White, "the past cannot be changed; the future is still in your power". If last
year you stumbled and fell, get up! This is a new day! You must gather your own information and facts, not like the
movie "Ferris Bueller's Day Off", where Simone says, "My best friend's sister's boyfriend's brother's girlfriend's
heard".... You must hear it, read it, see it, and ultimately believe it, to know it's true.
My son Jestlan has a saying I have come to subscribe, “Do Everything Early”. Applying this quote to elements of your
life will serve to instill efficiency and organization which is a partnership for success.
Per Nelson Mandela, “Education is the most powerful weapon, which you can use to change the world”. Oliver Wendell
Holmes stated, "Sometimes a person’s mind is stretched by a new idea and never does go back to its old dimensions".
This is my hope for you. Enjoy your 2008-2009 school year and your destination to excellence….listen and observe!!
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